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PUBLICITY:

Mow to Man, Produce and Place It

By IIERBERT 31. BAUS, b'ublicifg Iliredor, Los Angelos Chamber o f ClOrr~rnerce
This handbook of modern publrc relalions technics is addressed LO three cla%=esof persons.
those who praclice publicity, those who need publicily for them5elver, their organization or their
cause, and those interested in the vital role it plays in many phaaes of human enileas-or. Here a
widely known and highlx successful public relations praciit~onero&rs a vivid human interest
story plus copious, systematic and detailed directions on how to publrcize ~ ~ i r t u a lany
l y person or
thing, including the reader h i m d f , Says Western Industry: "This readable book should be an
eye-opener for the vast major~tyof us who have not the dightest ~ d e aof boa constructive publicity is planned and effected." Says Richard Manvrlle, 4nalyst yiltr Se\t.eIl-Ernme1 Advertising
.?gency. "Intensely practical . packed with lots of know-how.'
83 00

..

DYNAMICS OF INDUSTRIAL P,EMOCIRACY
By C L I S M S S. GOLDEX, Ragional Director, SJVOC, and
HAROLD J. RLTTEXBERC, Research Diredot, SNOC
This book is causing a sensation among business cseeutives, public officialv and citizens who
have been disposed t o view the activities of labor unions as inhibitive and obstructive to the
vital task of all-out war production. Here is the full story, spelled out in scores of actual cases,
of h o the
~ CIO has led the way in union-~nanagementcollaboration, what its hopes for the future
are, hon it slands on many issues which are today front-page material in the gigantic battle of
production. ". . . exciting good news of and for America and evolving 'clynamie' dennocracy."---.HENSLD-THIUUSE.
"An cstmordioary book! I rccommencl it to those man3 Americans who
are puzzling about the future of o m world."--ltrss~~r, D A T E X ~ K"I~ wish
.
every exeentive in
America -ir-oddaccept a t least thirtytwo of the thirty-seven principles laid don:, . . briIliantl\i
I'.TIXIES.
$3.00
concrete."-?;.

.

THE P'tlBLXC SPEAKER'S TREASURE CHEST
d Coxrtpendium of Source Materinl to Make Your Speech Sparkle
B,zj HERBERT V. PROCHKOW
Herc a t last is the answer-the conrplete answer-to a problem met by everroce ahn i s required
t o prepare and deliver an occasionnt speech, This hook end? tcdiuui refereace to numerous
books and anthologies hy bringing together nearly 2000 quotab!e items, c1;rsriified and keyed for
easy reference, which have proved most apt and of permarlent value in n-inning listeners' interest
and appbose. A brief, specific and highly inslructive scction shows the reader ho,on.to prepare a
good speech and make Lhe best use of the quotations supplied. Absolutely unique and the onJy
book of its kind, the public speaker can rely on this singlc volumc for assistance never before
available. 494 pages,
$3.50

RUSSIA'S ECONOMIC FRONT FOR WAR AND PEACE
Bg A. YUGOFy
Russia'.; continuing military successes have raised many pertinent and, until now, unanswered
questions in the minds of business men, politicians, and the general public on why she can fight,
and what she's fighting with-and for. This book gives a complete, mbiased and factual inside
picture of the Russia that journalists and even ambassadors never see. I t ir an authoritative
appraisal of the three Five-fear Plans by a former director of the T.S.S.R.'s food trust who is
thoroughly familiar with the industrial and social system that gives Russia the strength which
has baffled Hitler and amazed the world. Says W HIT. Chamberlin in Atlantic Mo-ntklg: Here
is something unusual if not unknown under the sun: a book about Soviet Russia that is ne~ther
uncritical eulogy nor bitter detraction . a picture closer to the probabilities of the 'Russian
63.00
enigma' than the customary polemical effort, pro or con."
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President's Message

A

S WE approach the end of another conventions can have an adequatr concepyear In the life of S.L.A., I wish tion of the amount of work such hospit o take advantage of this issue of tallty involves, especially when shortness
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
to give each member a of tlme is taken into account. Because of
farewell message. I hope to be able to this we are deeply indebted to the Michispeak personally t o many at Detroit, but gan Chapter for coming to our rescue when
there will be more who will not be present. the need for a change in plans arose. As
T o each and all, I extend sincere apprecia- the program shapes up it looks as though
tion for willing and intelligent coopera- the "War Emergency Conference" were
tlon in Association projects. As I have going to be adistinguished one. We hope
said before, an organization's strength lies i t will be a forward-looking conference
in its working members, and the percent- as well.
age of these in S.L.A. is always high,
New avenues of usefulness are opening;
The eagerness and generosity of indi- new problems of practical concern are deviduals in contributing of their ability veloping; the future of special libraries
and time has been heartening during the may, if we accept its challenge, take on
days of my office. Encouragement has added meaning and opportunity. We need
come from those who have advised and t o develop the proved ability of working
supported our joint policies; officially in together under war conditions into an
the case of officers, directors and chairmen
ability to cooperate for the no less critical
of the various units In the Association and
conditions of the peace following, With
unofficially from loyal members whose
reward, like ours, lies in the continued a real appreciation of your cooperation
usefulness of our efforts. T o all I extend my when the order of the day was "Forward
Pvlarch," I look ahead to an equally
gratitude.
spirited
attack on our problems when
It was a heart-breaking disappointment
those
orders
will still be "Forward
for us as for the California members that
their well-laid plans for our visit to Los March "-but for peace.
LAURAA. WOODWARD
Angeles this year could not materialize.
Only those who have planned Association
President

On to Detroit
Y COURTESY of the Eng~neermg Group breakfasts can be arranged a t the
Soclec). of Detroit, our WAR Sratler for $1.25,plus tax' and ttp, per
FOE pcrson.
EMERGENCY-UNITED
VICTORY-CONFERENCE will open In
At 10:p a.m., on Fr~day,May ~ y t h ,
the Horace H Rackham Educational MISSWoodward will call the first general
Memorial, Thursday, June 18th, w ~ t ha session t o order The Rev Fr. Marshall
"Get Acquainted Dinner," Prestdent Laura Lochhler, SJ., L~brarian,University of
A. Woodward presiding.
Detrolr, and V~ce-chairman,Detroit MecIn makmg thetr new $z,ooo,ooo home ropolitan Unit, Catholic Ltbrary Assocraavailable for the convention inaugural, the tion, will dellvcr the invocation. Capt
Engineering Soclety is extending t o the Willlam B. Kershaw, Intell~genceOficer,
Assoclat~on nationally the cordialltp i t Fort Wayne, Detro~t, and Cha~rman,
has long had for the Michtgan Chapter. M~chtgan Chapter Uefensc Comm~ttee,
There w ~ l lbe inusrc and good food. The will read the S L A. War Roster. Mr. S
greetings of the C ~ t yof Straits ? d l be L. A. Marshall, rnslltary analyst of the
glven by the Ma);or, the Hon. Edward ,J. Detrozt Xem and aurhor of Ammes on XVhceh
Je&ies, Jr , anJ Ralph A. U l i d ~ n g ,City tcrll speak on "United for Victory,"'
Ltbrarian, w l l speak for the Detroit and a dlscuss~onof c~vrllanpartlclpatlon
Publ~cLbrarq-. Mich~ganChapter's wel- rn our war effort wi11 follow.
come n ~ l l be presenced by George
Group lunchcons mill occupy the perlod
G~lfillan,Chapter pres~dent,and the re- from noon untd two-thrrty ~n the aftersponse by a member to be announced at the noon Formarlon of the Aeronauttc m c i
meettng.
Engineer~ngSection, Science-Technology
Unusual Inrerest attaches t o the Ad- Group, 1s expected to be accomplished a t
visory Counctl meetrng whrch will follow t h ~ stime. These will be followed by s
the d~nner.MISSWoodward w ~ l present
l
a joint meertng of che Commerce, Flnanclal,
comprehensive summary of A s ~ ~ l a t i o nInsurance, Public Busmess L~brartansand
actlvlties during rhe past year, tncludmg Social Science Groups 'i-Vhen twro noteabstracts of committee and chapter re- worthy men, Dt-. Stuart A Rice, Asswant
ports* In
with the cOnven'iOn Director, In charge of Statisrlcal Stand~ washd
theme of unltlng ltbrarians for vtctory and ards, U. s. Bureau of the ~
bringing them Into contact w ~ t h the ington, D C . will talk on "Protection of
organization's work, the Convention ComStatlsr~calInformation from Enemy Use"
mittee 1s inviting non-members of the
and Mr. Graham Hutton, Director, Drlt~sh
Councrl attending the dinner t o be present
Press Servrce, Chicago, Illtnots, w ~ l l
at the Counc~lmeeting.
"SCU~'
'.The Problems
the
No Group sessions have hen
Dtscontinuance
and
l
t
e
r
a
t
l
o
n
of
Statstifor ~
h ~h~~ bas
~ been done
~
allow
~
d
~
~
and other Iflformatlon
free way for the meettngs of the Execurlve
Friday evcnlng d l ~ o m b l ~nates
e
of
Board and Chapter Pres~dents.However,
the Groups wdl get t o work Friday morn- galery and serious consrderation of
ing wlth post-breakfast sessions. If desired, Western Hemisphere problems and oppor154

~
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tunities. MISS Ruth Savord, Libranan,
Council on Forergn Relations, Inc., will
preslde and mtroduce two distmguished
speakers, the Hon. Paul Martin, M.P., of
Wmdsor, Ontarlo, whose address w ~ l l
cover Canad~an-Amencan relations and
Mr. A. M. Smith, staff wrlter of the Detrozt
News, recently returned from Chile, whose
subject will be "Latin-Amencan Relatlons.''Th~swwlll take place In the Wayne
Room of the Statler Hotel. There will
also be tuneful music to make the gathering all the mertler. Dress wlll be optional.
Group meetlngs will be humming Saturday morning, May zoth, givmg way at
m:30 a.m. t o the Assoclanon's annual
busmess meetmg w h ~ c halso will feature a
speaker on "Post-War Plannrng." Following Group luncheons, Miss Rose L.
Vormelker will presrde at a panel drscuss o n , "Washmgton Librarm and the
War," which promises to be a useful mtroductton to problems met and solutions
made by spcsclal l~branansin the natlonal
cap~tal Partmpants of the panel are
Mrs. Eleanor Dodd, Ofhce of Government
Reports, Mttwlam C. Vance, Farm Credit
Adm~nistration,Hazel MacDonald, Secun-
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ties and Exchange Commission and David
C. Mearns, The Library of Congress.
What is there to d o Thursday for the
member who is not attending Association
meetings? One may either visit libraries,
a list of which will be part of each convention kit, or, for those especially energetic, baseball at Briggs Stadium. If travel
is wanted, Windsor is just across the
Detroit River, and for this jaunt a birth
certificate or baptismal record to assure
untroubled return is necessary; there's
Ann Arbor and the University of Michigan, not too long a trip by bus or rail;
there's Cranbrook and Bloomfield Hills,
beautiful rich scenery, reached by bus and
which will give plenty of exercise to hlkeminded folks; Greenfield Village and
Edison Museum in Dearborn will be open,
easily accessible by bus; and, of course,
there are theaters and taverns to suit the
inclinations of most everyone.
Informanon about all these attractions,
and more, will be available when you
arrive. So here's wishing thac you come
early and stay late for your reunion in
Detroit.
CILFILLAN,
GEORGE
Convention Chazmm

Cranbrook-An Educational and
Cultural Community
By MARJORIE T. BINGHAM
Librarian, Cranbrook Institute of Science, BIoomfield Hills, Michigan

C

RANBRWK, unique among America's educationa1 and cultural communities, is situated on approximately three hundred acres of rolling,
wooded and perfectly landscaped terrain
twenty miles north of industrial Detroit.
Originally an oak-opening, transformed
into productive agricultural land, Cranbrook's ideally located acreage was bought

and so named a generation ago by Mr. and
Mrs. George G. Booth who pioneered in
the movement to develop country homes
suburban to Detroit. The name Cranbrook was chosen because Mr. Booth's
father came t o America nearly a hundred
years ago from Cranbrook in Kent,
England.
First planned as a homestead, the ob-
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lectlves tvhrch guided Granbrook's development soon expanded iwrh irs owners'
vlslon and deslre to create on t h e ~ restate
an educattond and cultural communrty
that would add t o and strengthen such
facrlltles w t h m the State of Mlch~gan
To meet the educatronal needs of neighborhood chddren and the rcllglous ones of the
general community, the Meet~ngHouse
was budt on the estate in 1918. From chls
modest beginnrng, projects grew and have
culminated In the esta bI1shmcnt and buildmg of five educational Instttutrons and of
Chrlst Church, Episcopal in fact, but
broadly undenominational In s p m t

[Mafine

of the orher Cranbrook tnstrtutlons which
were already taklng forin rtn the mmds of
their donors, Ghrlsr Church was conccrved. In 1925 the deed of gdr was esecuted, and rn September r g r 8 the church
was consecrated
This modern G o t h ~ c~ h u r ~1s hA perfect
blending of thc old and the nc- in art
Work of master arcrstc and cr,dcsmen of
cvery centurb fiom the ~ w c l f t h LO the
twectreth, contrrbute to I C S beduty .tnJ
dignity Its s~ulpture,hne tapestries and
wood carwng, painrrng, the greac fresco,
one of the mosr: lmportant examples of trs
type In A%m:r~ca,the stained-glass wtndows and rhe srxty-two-bell carlllon arc
oursranJlng TIirce chapels and a churchThe first of the Cranbrook institutions hause amply promde fol srrn~rltaneous
t o be established was a reorganized elc- meetings of var~edgroups R ~ c hnot only rn
mentary school, opened in the Meeting ~ t sarc treasures, but in ~ r sprrv~legc of
House in 1922 as Brookside School. From mlnistry t o the Lommunlry In general and
an original enrollment of eight pupils, ro the students of the several Cranbrook
Brookside's rapid growth ncces5itated Schools, Christ Church IS an Important
continual additions to its building until in and lndrsprnsable part of the Cranbrook
~ g z gan entirely new one was added and community whose theme is educatron and
integrated with the original. Educarion at culture rn surroundmgs of beauty anJ
Brookside, a progressive school of the d~gnlty.
country-day type, with its day-long proPlanned first as a chow school for thc
gram in an environment of harmony and cholr b o p of Chrlst Church, Cranbrook
natural beauty, may well be termed an School took form In the nunds of the
adventure in learning. Pre-kindergarten, donors as a dlstlnctlve educauonai lnsrrkindergarten and the first six grades of tutlon. Orlgrnal plans grew, broadened
elementary school are Brookside's con- and enlarged so rapldly that the choir
tribution t o the Cranbrook educational school becamc an academlc college prescheme. With each grade limited to ten paratory school for boys while ~r was st111
boys and ten girls, supervised study, en- on paper. It was opened 111 September xqry
couragement in creative work and inde- as a day and boarding school for boys. -4
pendence of thought are fostered by the SIX-yearcourse begrnnlng wrth the seventh
carefully chosen faculty whose love and grade and contlnulng through the tvrrelfth
understanding of young children com- w ~ t han optional post-graduare ).ear 15
plements their academic ability. Art, offered. The curriculum, although deslgned
science, music and handicrafts supplement primarily to prepare boys for entrance t o
regular curricular activities and are con- college, 1s l~beraland offers opportunlcy
tributed in parr by the other Cranbrook for speclal~zat.tonIn certarn fields In whlch
instirutions.
aptitudes are apparent, Parttcular adTo provide more adequately for the vantages are oEered In the arts and crafts,
spiritual needs of the community and par- sctences, music anJ dramatrca
ticularly for those of Brookside School and
Approxrmately two hundred resident
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and one hundred day students can be accommodated at Cranbrook. An average of
one master to every ten students provides
individual attention for every boy in his
academic as well as his extra-curricular
activitm. Ninety of the estate's three
hundred acres comprise the campus of
Cranbrook School. This ample provision
made possible a unique type of architecture
and landscape planning under the direction
of Ellel Saarinen and was his first major
architectural achievement in America.
The buildings are grouped around courts;
the academic building, dining hall and the
dormitories surround the main quadrangle
which is ornamented by a fountain and
sculptures by Carl Milks.
Kingswood School, a college preparatory school for girls from the seventh
through the twelfth grades, was opened
as a day and boarding school in September
rg3I. It prov~desfor two hundred girls
educational and cultural advantages of the
same high standard which Cranbrook
School provldes for boys. Exceptional opportunities are offered in the arts and
sciences. Individual attention is the keynote. Specifically stated are ~ t saims to
prepare girls for good citizenship in a
democracy; to develop their intelligence
to foster a sense of justice; to give them
good habits of
and to introduce them
to ways of enjoying leisure.
Designed by Eliel Saarinen, the dutinctlve building consists of joined quadrangles with low rambling wings and is
adapted to its setting on the shore of
Cranbrook Lake. A portion of its fifty
acres of campus is naturally wooded rolling terrain while the level remainder is
perfectly landscaped so that the courts and
long wings of the building seem a part of
the land itself. Within, this distinctive
simplicity and harmony are carried out in
furniture, rugs, hanging and upholstery
all of which were designed by and executed
under the supervision of the Saarinen
family.

AND CULTURAL COMhKJNITY
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The Cranbrook Academy of Art is a most
important unit in the Cranbrook educational and cultural community. The nucleus of the Academy existed in the group
of artists and craftsmen who had been
at he red to design and supervise the
erection of the buildings of the various
Cranbrook institutions. The few students
who were accepted as apprentices during
this period formed the beginning of the
Cranbrook Academy of Art w h c h was organized in its present form in 1932.
The express purpose of the Academy according to its trust document is, "to
afford talented and highly trained students
the opportunity of pursuing their studles in
a favorable environment and under the
leadership of artists and architects of high
repute." Unusual facilities are offered to
a limited number of students for advanced
and creative work in architecture, civic
design, sculpture, drawing and painting,
modelmg, weaving, design, metal craft,
pottery and ceramics. A group of excellently equipped buildings housing
offices, museum, library, studios, craft
shops, drafting rooms and exhibition
rooms, together with residences for staff
members and dormitories for students,
provlde a stimulating environment for
creative work. Eliel Saarinen, President of
the Academy, sponsors a progressive program of art education. Advanced students
are offered an opportunity to study architectural design under Mr. Saarinen's direct
supervision. Similar opportunities are
offered students in drawing and painting
under Zoltan Sepeshy, and in sculpture
under Carl Milles. For less gifted students,
an intermediate school provides exceptional opportunities while classes in the
elements of art are held for children on
Saturdays.
The museum and library of the Academy
are accessible to the public and are parcicularly well coordinated. The library
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contains over 6,000 volumes, many of
which are rare and of great historical
value. Periodicals and photographs dealing with the history and application of art
and of contemporary trends in art are Important elements in the lrbrary collecttons.
The museum serves as a part of the library,
a kind of llbrary laboratory wherc a few
carefully selected objects illustrate each
great cultural period. In addition to this
permanent study collection, changtng collections of the best contemporary art: froin
all over the world demonstrate to the students and t o the general public, trends in
modern art.
In the spring of 1940 consrruction was
begun on the new library and museum
budding for the Academy. About four
hundred feet in length, it will consist of
two wings connected by a covered arcade,
The east wlng will house the museum collections, the west wing, the hbrary. Located across the axis of the pools of rhe
formal garden, the new building, designed
by Eliel Saarinen, lies between the Triton
and Orpheus fountains, famed work of the
sculptor, Carl Milks. Formal opening of
the new Art Museum is expected in about
a year.

~ng,JulyI , 1930,passed a resolutlon pledg~ n g"its best efforts ro the development
and conduct of the Institux t o the end that
i t may occupy a high place among the
lnstitutlons of Cranbrook and become a
valuable addition to the educattonal and
cultural facilltles of Mlchtgan." In February 1331, when the Cranbrook Institute of
Sc~encewas housed In its o.r., n burldrng and
established as a separate lnstitutton with a
Board of Trustees, its purposes were set
forth ~n its Indenture of Trust as follorit-5:
"'In addltion to providing an observatory and a general sclence :nuscum embraciug exhlbirs lllustraelng as fully as rnay
be, the several branches of the natural and
physical sciences, pr'rtmardy for the use and
benefit of the ltlstltutlons a t an:, time In
operatloll upon Cranbrook, the Institute
shall encourage and develop the study of
such scrences and shall endeavor ro advance
the general knowledge thereof "
If the Institute of Science was considered
an CxtfCrlment ~n science educauon on the
Cranbrook campus, its ~ntrtnstcvalue was
soon proved. By 1935 it had outgrown its
budding w h ~ c hwas of a somewhat temporary chara~ter.In the spring of 1936
ground was broken, the bulldlng razed and
the erectlon of a Iarger and more adequate
one begun on the same site. In way 1938
The Cranbrook Institute of Science, t h ~ snew imprcss~vemuseum building, dcyoungest member of the Cranbrook educa- signed ~n the modern mode by Crantional and cultural community, was not brook's architect, Eltel Saarinen, was
originally planned by the donors, but came formally dedicated and opened t o the
later as a natural development to round out publlc
From she modest beglnnlng of an cxtheir program. Conceived first as an adjunct t o the several Cranbrook schooIs, the perlmental organization providtng nature
Institute of Science was founded in 1930 hlkes for the students of ~ t sassoclatcd
and became a separate unit by deed of schools, ln the ten years of its existence,
trusr in 1932.The Institut-e began in a very the Cranbrook Instrtute of Sclence has besmall way and was housed in quarters in come one of the leading natural history
one end of thc Museum Building of the Art museums tn the country. Only wise adAcademy. Its work cons~stedprincipally of mtnistration and the broad vmon of the
organizing and conducting nature hikes Donors and Trustees have made this
for students of Cranbrook and Brookside phenomenal development possibk Earlv,
the Trustees In a resolutlon adopted the
schools.
The Board of Dmctors a t its first meet- prmc~plethat the "provdlng of lectures,
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demonstrat~ons and instruction tn the
several branches of science for the schools
of Cranbrook, and incidentally for the
surrounding community, and the prosecution of research and discovery and the
publication of scientific information shall
be deemed to be the prlmary purpose of the
Instztute." In accord with this statement
of pollcy and purpose, the Cranbrook Institute of Science has grown and assumed
its place in the scientific and educational
world. Its three-fold functlon-exhibition, education and research is performed
by its natural history museum, observatory, specialized natural sclence llbrary,
study collections, lectures, moving pictures, organized classes for both children
and adults, loan service to schools and the
original researches of its staff and associates, culminating in publication either by
the Institute in its Bulletin Series or in
specialrzed journals of high repute and
international circdatlon. Of particular intereqt is the museum's scope and theme of
exh~bition, emphasizing and restricting
its field to the biological and allied sciences
of astronomy, geology, zoology, botany
and anthropology; the museum's exhibits
portray in loglcal sequence, the h~storyof
the earth and the development of life
upon it. Each display, whether diorama,
model or pictorial diagram, finds its
raison d ' h e only as i t contributes to the
museum's theme of exhibition. The Museum of the Cranbrook Institute of Science
is a modern museum of ideas.
Important in provrding research aids to
s
the Institute's broad program is ~ t specialized natural science library of approxilately ten thousand volumes. Pamphlet,
reprint, map and picture files together with
157 periodicals regularly received, contribute to the research and reference material available. While used primarily by
the museum staff, its membership and the
Cranbrook schools, the library is open to
the public. Significant of its importance in
the community was its designat-ion as a
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U.S. Government Depository of the 17th.
Congressional District of Michigan in
August 1940 AS such a depository, i t is
selective in its choice of government
documents and receives publications of
the federal departments of Agriculture,
Commerce, the Interior, the Governmenr
Printing Office, National Academy af
Sciences and the Smithsonian Insnturion.
The rapid progress made by the Cranbrook fnstitute of Science during the first
and particularly
ten years of ~ t existence,
s
during its occupancy of the new building,
point toward the fulfillment of the prophetic view of the donor as expressed in
the Indenture of Trust: "It is the belief of
the Donor that this branch of the Cranbrook educational group embraces great
possibilities for the future growth and
genuinely beneficial influence not only to
its immediate community but to science
and to humanity as a whole, and it 1s the
express hope of the Donor that through
research, discovery and publication the
Cranbrook Institute of Science shall render
an everwidening service for the betterment
of mankind."
Early in the inception of the Cranbrook
educational and cultural community
through the establishment on their estate
of the several Cranbrook institutions, the
donors, Mr. and Mrs. George G. Booth,
recognized the need of a coordinating and
administrative organization.
Accordingly in 1927, the Cranbrook Foundation
was created and the property which is the
basis of the trust, was turned over to the
Foundation's Trustees. Three of the Cranbrook institutions were formed and endowed after the organization of the
Cranbrook Foundation which is charged
with the custody and administration of
the remaining portion of the trust property and the endowment and completion
of the donors' projects as funds will permit.

Standardization in Library Practices1
A Postwar Reconstrz~ctiolzPraject
By RUTH McG. LANE
Vail Librarian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts, S.L.A. Special
Representative, A.S.A. Cbmm~tteeZ j g

I

N THE postwar reconstruction years

ahead the library profession faces
greater opportunities for international
cooperation than have ever existed before.
Standardization and simplification of library techniques and methods will do
much to increase the effectiveness of chis
cooperation.
Industry discovered some time ago that
standardi~ation\was vital to successful
production and trade. Standardization is
a means of preventing waste of time, labor
and material. It includes standardization
of terms, symbols and definitions as well as
physical dimensions, sizes and forms. The
standardizing process includes two esstandardizasentially different activ~ties:~
tion and simplification. The former
determines the best design, method or
process; the latter eliminates unnecessary
variations. The appropriateness of applying such standardization to library
techniques is self-evident.
What a boon it would be to librarians,
bibliographers and research workers if
every periodical indicated its volume number and date in the same form and place; if
every periodical title had its one and only
1 This arricle has been written to tell membets of
S.L.A. and other readers of SPECIAL
L x n n ~ ~ r about
as
the standardization activirics which have been iniriated by Frofesslonai organlzacions concerned with
library work and documentation.
2 Marttno, R . A . Standardnation
activitirs of
national rcchnical and trade urganizations, U. S.
G.P.O., rgqr, N.B S. Misc. Pub. B169.
3 Martino, p. zp.

approved abbreviation, if every b~bllographic reference iucluded uniform detalls
presented In accordance w ~ t han approved
style of format. On such dctatls subcommittees of the newly formed ,%mencan
Standards .%ssoclation Comlnirtee Z j q are
workmg, other subcommtttecs wi1l undertake, or collaborate rn, projects in the
s~andard~zatton
of Ilbrary methods, equtpment, cenntnology, etL.
Commlrtee Zjg, one of the newesr
A S.A. Cornmimes, has been In exasrence
only two years, havmg been formally organized ~n Xarch 1940 For several years
previous to that time International Standards Assoc~ation <federation of the national standardlung bodm of the vvorla
had had a Cornm~tteeon Documentat~on
upon whlch h S.A. had been represented.
X.S.rZ. 46 "a cornmlttee ro make recommendat~ons for internat~onal unification
of documentat~on
had in turn
superceded smllar committees w-lthin the
International Federation of Llbrary 11ssociatlons and the Internat~onalInstitute
of Documentation, thus centralizing the
work of international scandard~zationI n
the library ficld Betwecn 1938 and 1940
I S A. 46 prepared several standardnation
pro1wsals ~n the field of documentatron,
and an A%merlcan
committee was needed to
study these proposals and either rat~fy
them or recommend revislon In Ime u-ith
4 Gaillard, J. Library w o r k . a field for scandardiza[ion. In;i*.st.nai Srandar&or~on, g: 141-z June 1938
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American practices. Formation of such a
committee within the A.S.A. was therefore requested by American Library Association, Special Libraries Association,
Medical Library Association and American
Association of Law Libraries. Its organization was approved and A.L.A. assumed sponsorship of the new A.S.A.
Comini ttee 239.
National standardizing organizations
grew out of the need for coordination of
individual efforts to standardize and simplify industrial and technical practices.
The membership of standardizing bodies
consists of those industrial and professional organizations
which
are
interested in the sponsorship of certain
standardization projects. The actual
standardization work is accomplished by
official representatives of these organizations working together in technical committees. Each such committee has a
single sponsor (A.L.A. for Zjg) but many
organizations may be represented in its
personnel. 239 is now composed of representatives from 15 professional organizations:
American Association of Law Libraries
American Council of Learned Societies
American Documeotation Institute
American Library Association
American Library Institute
Association of College and Reference Libraries
Association of Research Libraries
Bibliographical Society of America
Book Manufacturers Institute, Tnc,
Library Binding Insritute
Library of Congress
Medical Libraty Associarion
National Publishers Association, Inc.
National Research Council
Spccial Libraries Association

Z39, like other A.S.A. Committees,
carried on its work through the appointment of subcommittees on speclfic projects.
There are a t present three active subcommittees: Subcommittee I . Reference data
for periodicals; Subcommittee z. Bibliographical
references;
Subcommittee

LIBRARY PRACTICES

3. Photographic reproduction; and a
fourth proposed Committee, Reference
data for book publications.
Subcommittee I . has been working on
the revision of two proposals submitted by
I.S.A. : I.S.A. Bulletin # 21 (Marginal
identification of periodicals) and I.S.A.
Bulletin j%23 (International code of abbreviations for titles of period~cals) and
the revision of A.S.A. Pub. Z29 .I (American recommended practice for reference
data for periodicals). The term "marginal identificatron" as used in I.S.A.
21 refers
i
to the data given a t the
Bulletm ,$
foot of a magazine cover; i e. the particulars necessary for citation of a periodical
and its finding on shelves: short ritle,
volume, number, page number (i.e. inclusive pages of text), place and date of
publication. The advantage of having
such information presented uniformly in a
convenient location is evident, and Subcommittee I. has indorsed the proposal.
Discussion of the proposal lncluded menr
on
tion of the value of having s ~ m d a data
every page, or at least on the first page, of
each article for purposes of photographic
reproduction. Mention was also made of
the fact that marginal identificat~onIS used
in many industrial catalogs, etc.
Committee Z39 has not yet ratified
I.S.A. Bulletin % 23; the statement to that
effect in the bulletin itself is erroneous.
The problem of satisfactory abbreviations
for periodical titles represents of course an
argument of long standing and great intensity. To the mzny variations In national practices must be added a multitude
of interpretations by individua1 authors,
publishers and librarians. Bullet~n6 23 is
a worthy attempt to bring some order out
of the chaos, but its further revision in
respect to American practice is necessary.
This revision IS bemg studied by Subcommittee I.
A.S.A. 229.1-1935, Recommended practice for reference data for periodicals,
was the outcome of a general conference of

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

publishers and librarians orgatmed under
the procedure of A.S.A. The recommendations concern specifically the reference data grveil In Individual issues (title,
imprint, contents, pagination, etc.) and indwidual volumes (title page, index) of
periodicals; and the policy to be followed
when changes are made in the publication
of periodicals. Subcommittee I , IS working also on a revision of these recommendations,
Standardlzatron is essentially a meticulous, and therefore a deliberate, procedure. It involves careful study and

[May- J ~ n e

genume coopranon. All facts and condltions involved in a proposed standard
must be surveyed; all interested parties
must be consulted and glven opportunity
to express opmians In the deliberatrons.
The l~braryprofession has embarked upon
a program of technical staadardtzation.
Brmerlcan llbrarians should a t once study
thelr own needs for such scandard~zatioa
and sirnpl~fication,lookmg toward actlve
participat~onIn the work which 19 sure ta
come In the postwar reconstruction years
when lnternatlonal cooperatloll w ~ lrle v ~ r e
w ~ t hrenewed vigor.

A Union Index to Medical Lore
By EARL MINDERMAN
Director, Division of Information, Federal Works Agency, Works Projects Adrnmistratlon,
Washington, D. C.

A

S ONE of the nation's oldest and
greatest centers of learning, the
Massachusetts metropolis has accumulated a tremendous store of volumes
dealing with all phases of the healing art.
The city and state long had needed some
central index to these volumes, which now
run close to the million mark in number.
At the same tlme the lack of such a central
index proved a hardship to the medical
profession, to students, to research workers
and to publlc health workers, as well as to
laymen and llbrarians. In order t o tind a
spccific text, it had been necessary to trail
from one library t o the other, examining
the catalogue of each in turn. Since the
volumes are divided among approximately
seventy-five libraries scattered through the
city proper and two additional counties,
Norfolk and ~Wddlesex Counties, such
searches consumed much time and effort.
On the other hand, the very size of the
collecrions and thelr wlde-spread distrl-

bution defeated all efforts ro combme the
catalogue and modernize .the indexes.
The libraries, even rn the "good old
days", had lacked sufficlenc funds or personnel for such large undertakings. Then,
durlng the depression, thcir funds were
turtalled and rhelr staffs were cut. FInally in 1938 the Work Projects Admin~stration came to therr aid. The Federal
agency provided a staff of trained workers
from relief rolls to set up a "'union card
catalogue" of texts In the medical and
blo-medical sciences. Such combined catalogues form the latest advances in library
techmque. In a sense they grew out of the
need of the depression.

A few years back, %&en tllc narmn was
first srruggling to create a pattern of useful
work for ~ t jobless
s
on rel~ef,a professor
wasted mceks searching through the
libraries of Philadelph~afor an tmporrant

A UNION INDEX

source work. He was the first to propose
t o the Federal Government that "white
collar" workers on relief rolls be employed
to combine library catalogues into one
master index. The Joint Committee of
Materials on Research, a national organization of academic leaders, followed
with pleas that relief workers be used to
aid the libraries and the general public as
well. The Federal Government had found
little difficulty in providing useful work
for laborers, unskilled as well as skilled,
but " w h ~te collar" workers were another
matter. As part of the efTort to help the
latter, the WPA set up a series of projects
for "union catalogues" in cities where the
need was greatest, both among the libraries and among the jobless workers.
One of the first of the series was
launched in Philadelphia. That project set
the mould and helped develop the techniques. In the Quaker G t y relief workers
copied and mdexed some four million
volumes. This union catalogue, widely
used by scholars and by the public in
general, is now at the Pennsylvania Historical Society. A second project followed
a t Cleveland, Ohio. There WPA workers
produced a catalogue of some three million
volumes. Still a third was set up in the
nation's capital to concentrate at the
Library of Congress records of all volumes
scattered through public, private and
government libraries.

The Boston project was another of these
important undertakings. Seventy-five librim in Boston and vicinity have cooperated to provide a union catalogue
covering nearly a million volumes of
medical lore contained in these libraries.
This catalogue is one of the first devoted
solely to scientific works and will prove of
inestimable value to those who constantly
refer to medical literature, particularly ro
physicians. Many letters from prominent
physicians and educators commending the

TO MEDICAL LORE
efforts of WPA workers have been received
and urgent requests to enlarge the scope of
the project to include unbound medical
reprints have been made.
Like all others, this project was sponsored by local city and state institutions.
Among them were the Massachusetts
State hbrary, which 1s the principal
sponsor, the Boston Medical Library, the
Boston Public Library, the Massachusetts
Medical Society, the City Hospital and the
State Departments of Public Health and of
Mental Diseases. Sponsors provided the
salaries of the technical supervisor and
director, $3,600 and $3,200 per year, respectlvely. WPA provided the wages of aIl
the other project workers, which numbered 43 on December 15, 1940. The sponsor pays the rent and supplies all equipment and materials including medical
supplies, typewriters, tables, chairs, dating
stamps and electric erasers. But for the
cooperation and active interest of all the
organizations concerned, such an undertaking would not now be under way.
The index involved a complicated procedure, but in the main i t may be divided
into four major operations. For the first
operation, experts studied each separate
library collection t o estimate the number
of volumes and to determine upon the
method of cataloguing them. Armed with
this information the experts then placed
workers in each library, devlsing for them
symbols to translate the special cataloguing method into a generalized system. Far
the second operation, the workers a t each
library copied all pertinent information
from the library catalogues to special
cards. They filled out a separate card for
each volume. (The workers all had
knowledge of scientific terminology in
foreign tongues.) Then for the third operation, the cards were turned over t o typists
at the headquarters of the project. There
the typists copied the information on
catalogue cards for the master index. Some

Natural Science Books-
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By RUTH A. SPARROW
Librarian, Research D-;partinent, Buffalo Saiecy of Natural Sctences, ButEalo M w u m of Science,
Buiialo, N. P.

T

HIS llst forms only a small part of
the ~ m p r t a n tl~teratureIn natural
sclences published In $941 No attempt has been made to record the many
valuable contr~butmns which have a p
peared I n the s e r d publlcat~onsof sctent~ficSOCiPt:cS, museums and univcrbrcies.
Llkewse, no new edlttons of standard
i ~
works are ~ncluded,except 111 a f ~ . cases
when the text has been rewritt-,n or extenslye rnformatmn added. In most Instances the books llsted have a scrcntific
zppronch to the subject, chaugh i t has
seemed advisable to include some semipopular works. The contents and scope
of the 1 m are necessarily I~rnrtedas many
books which perhaps should appear were
not available far exammarlon

rcgni$cuncd m the prujer druma. Berkeley, University
of California press, 1941, 251 pp. S1j.w.
This hook rs worth the p i c e for the plates alone,
of whiih there are forty, kautilully dune in colors.
The tcxc desii~besthe coscu:nts, the cloch and +es
used, as well as their manolaccure 2nd she s y n b ~ l ~ s r n
uf the cerernonres in i i h c h r h t y are i~scd.
~ C K F3.i:r'
,
1c 6 . Ga:;r$~ o;i rb rautbras~rrt: hdiam;
u grolegoxericr: on ti?t Laga:im gmrd i ? z rhi c;&re
.?J:ti.; rwthcd.iir:rrr I a l a n ~ . iiosmn, Yew Englmd
gourd societ:;, 1g31. r 1 3 pp. $ r , s s .
A discussion of rht gourd In clze sorrtheast, local
genera 2nd vatiet~e;, Good bibllogiaphy
~ * . ~ : , . L A X TGEORGE
,
C &:irs of A ~ ~ X Z Corigin,
O;
rrxe artd
ki;'of rhc ?/c:;c
no;?:-a.Grrrden C:ti-, N. Y., Doubicday, I l + r . 3 4 3 PF 51.00.
:I complete account of the rrse and f a l l of one o f
the world's. greatest ci.;dtzat~ms

falo, BuCialo socret:; of ~ a t u r a l sciences, 1941.
236 pp. sq.0"
DOUGLAS,
FREDERICK
H., and R b s i D*H.W.XONCOL'P.T. ri handbook briefly descrlbmg the history and
Itirilur; au, GJ tE CTstctd fgates. New York, kfu~cum culiure of various peopks represented ~n the archaeof modern art, 1941. zlg pp, $3.53.
ological and ethnologicd cijllectims of the museum.
A cornplcre and beautifully illuscrarcd book of ttrc Selected hrbliography.
arts a d ciaics of t l American
~
Indtans of :he C'nlrccl CROSS,
DORMRY.
I l r ~ h a ~ d ouj'g S
~ PM
Je~erse~,volume I.
States, iuciudlng Alaska, from preh~scoric art to
Trenton, Archaeological soiicty of Kew Jersey
rnoZern uses. Good bibliegraph>-.
and thc Nev: Jersey state museum, r g $ r 171 pp
HARLEY,
Geo~cirw.Sarr:: iifriruti mcdmne. Cam$3.".
bridge, Mass., Harvard univers~ty press, r 9 4 r
.Jls the iirst iomprehenslve account of N c w Jersey
"91 FP. 3 j . j ~
archaeology chis v d l be an indrspcnsable a d to those
A ralual?le book for anthropillogists, dealing
interested in this part of rhc country. IVell illustrated
~ ; t hshe medical Fractices, including bme-scrrmg,
surgery and drugs, of an agriculrural tribe in Liberia.
K ~ o t i h m r , \v~rrol.; ?d. A Bihliopph2 ~j ;ihsms?i
morphain~~,1q14-19jg. Chicago, University ni
Asir;, New York, John Day, rg;r 13' pp. $ x . ~ c .
Chicagir press, 13.p. 3 3 5 pp. $3.03, papc'. :UniA semi-popular ac.zount of wha.t thc archaeologist
-.zrsitg oi C h i a g o . Publications in anthropology.
does and finds; of spcc~alInceresc to scleaclsts because
PI?ysical anthrc\polog)- series.)
A classiiicd and well s u b - d ~ r ~ d eblblmgraphy
d
coverlng mztliods, preh~s:ory, anatomy, heredity,
nervous s y s i c n : hair, body types and growch.
R o ~ n r c i e ~VIXGISIA
,
?d. Ctwm:nizd tasfumcs &$ the
Pxelic. Ivdianr. their tvdii;iatl, fdricotiot;. and

A well lllusn ated and important contr~butionto
the archaeology of the East covering the Iranian
civilization from the prehistoric times t o the Sasanian
era.
HAWLEY,F L O R ~ XMAY.
B Tree-ring analysis and dating
in the Mississippi drainage; with appended papers,
Reflection of precipitation and temperature in
tree growth by Mildred Mort U'edel and Florence
Hawley; A new dendrograph by E. J. Workman
and Florence Hawley. Chicago, University of
Chicago press, 1941. r r o pp. $1.50, paper. (University of Chicago. Publications in anthropology.
Occasional paper, no. 2 . )
This work was undertaken to date the prehistoric
types of culture and migrations in the large middle
west area.
M~GREGOR,
JOHN C. So>~thuesternarchaeology. Kew
York, John Wile)- and sons, 1941. 403 pp. $5.00.
Brings available information on southwestern
archaeology upro-date. Chapter bibliographies with
more complete and general one at end.
~ ~ $ D I O ~G
T IEL,B E R ~and
,
M.in~re-Tnf~$.s~
PINTO.
Art an ancient Mexzco, srlected and photographed frcnz
the collcctaan of Dzego Rzaera. N e ~ vYork, W~rtenborn, 1941. 208 pp. $10.00
A superbly illustrated work on the sculptured art
of pre-conquest Mexico. Included are 259 photographs
from original pieces.
STARR,RICHARDF. S. I&
valley painted pottery.
Princeton, hi. J., Princeton university press,
1941. 106 pp. $3.53 (Princeton oriental texts,
volume 8.)
Harappa culture design is discussed with many
detailed drawings.
Astronomy

H A u ~ w i n , BERNHARD.Dynam~c meteardogy. New
York, McGraw-H~llbook company, 1941. 362 pp.
$4.00.
A discussion of the laws of thermodynamics and
dynamics that work in the atmospheres.
Harvwd books on astronmg, edited by Harlow Shapley
and Bart J. Dok. Philadelphia, Blakistou company, 1941'
A semi-popular series written by specialists from
the Harvard College Oi~servatory. Four have been
published, five more are scheduled. Titles:
Bok, Bart J., and Priscilla F. Bok. The milk2 w a ~ .
204 Pp. $2.50.
Campbell, Leon, and Luigi Jacchia. The story of
variable stars. 226 pp. $2.50.
Watson, Fletcher G. L?tt%een the planers. 22: pp.
$r.jo.
Whipple, Fred L. Earth, noon and planets. 293 pp.
$2.50.

P S ~ R S E N ,SVERRB.Weather analysis and fmcasting.
New York, McGraw-Hill book company, 1941.
5 0 3 pp. $5.00.
A complete and authoritatwe account of modern
methods in weather analysts and forecasttng.

Biologzcal symporra, volume 11. Foreword by George
A. Baitsell. Lancastet, Pa.,The Jaques Cattell press,
1341. 280 pp $2.50.
Contents I Symposium on speclatlon, 11. Symposium on the defense mechan~sms In plants and
animals, 111. Sympastum on the biological basis of
soclal problems, IV Sympmtum on regeneration.
Continutng the serles begun in 1940 t h ~ sand the
succeedmg volumes are devoted t o current symposta
In the field of biological sciences. All contrtbutions
are by spec~alists.
Btologzcal sjmposza, volume 111. Muscle, Edited by
Wallace 0. Fenn. Lancaster, Pa., The Jaques
Cattell press, 1941. 370 pp $3 50.
Contents The physiology of the muscle, funct~on,
conduction, action, changes and other pertrnent
material.
Baologrcal spposza, volume IV. Lancascer, Pa., The
Jaques C a ~ t e l lpress, 1941. 302. pp. $3.00
Contents: I. Symposium on populatlun problems
m protoma, I1 Symposium on theoret~caland practical aspcts of polyploidy In crop plants, 111. Symposium on expertmental control of development and
dtfferent~anon,IV. Sympos~umon the specresconcept.
Bto&ca2 qmposra, volume V. Btochem~scry,edited
by Howard B Lewis. Lancaster, Pa., The Jaques
Cattell press, 1941. 258 pp. $ 3 . ~ .
Contents. I. Symposium on comparatm biochemistry, 11. Sy~npostumon the incemedtate metabolism
of fats; 111. Symposium on carbohydrate metabolism.
IV. Symposium on the blochemistry of cholme.
CILKINS,GARYN., and FRANCIS
hl. S L ~ M E R ediS,
tors Pmto~oa zn brologacal research. New York,
Columb~auniversity press, 1941. 114'3 pp. $10.00.
This work is intended t o encourage research in
general btology and stresses trs aims and sign~tcancc.
Botany

ADRAMS,
LEROY Illustrated jlora of thc Pactfic states,
volume 11. Bticku~heatsto kramerz~s.Stanford, Cal.,
Stanford unlverslty press, 1941. $7 go
Follows the style and form of volume I which was
publlsked IU 1923, revtsed editlon In 1943.
CAMPBELL,
DOUGLGH . Thc evohtton of the land plants
(Emt-rjopbya:. Stanford, GI., Stanford university
press, 1941. 731 pp. $6.50.
Bascd on hrs own observactons the author discusses the orlgln of land plants and suggests a revision of thelr classificat~on. Good btbliograph~es.

x 66
PECK,M O R ~ OE.N Manual of
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the hhtgher plant^ of Oregon.
Portland, Ore., Btnsfords and Mort, 1941. 866 pp
$5 0 3
Another notable addttron t o the ever Intreasing
reglonal floras
STAPP,0 , cdltor In& kondtnanstr to rLh~ltrstmatmz~of
$om=rmng plunts, ferns aad fern al!zcs, supplement for
the years rgzi-1935, prepared under the auspices
of che Roral botantc gardens, K e n , b) W C
Wordsell, under the drrection of h $1 H111
1 volumes. London, Oxford universltj press,
1941. $65 MS.

(United stares natirnial museum Bullettn 82 2
The fourth part of c h ~ sI?-orkt o appear, contmurng
the sbstcmatic descrtpuon begun in part 3. ry3r
FERRIS,GOPDOXF Atlas of rht FCJ" zrrzrectr o j Kwth
Amrcco, series j , numbers 1.69-584 Stanford, Cal.,
Stanford unt\ersity press, rgqz
73, bound,
56 7j, paper
d1 {19jy>
Cont~nulngstvie oi serres I j193j) ~ n 1
t h ~ part
s cobers the trlbes D ~ a s p i c i ~and
n ~ .tspid~ot~ni.
JOAANWSEX.
O S K ~%. R, dlld F~RDWINIIH h f f
Ernbpoh~? of inruts m d m y i u p d r : the develoomental history of Insects, centipedes and m i l l .
pedes from egg desposition I!;to hatching. New
York, McGraw-Hill book company, 194r 462
pp $j.m. (McCraw publicat~ons in zoological
SC.I~ncC?
B a d on a series of lecrurcs the v:ork deals with J.
comparative study of the animals conidered a~kd
$7

Canserviatton nf Rtnewabh A3fi\'ataralResmrccs Philadel
phm, U n ~ % e r s ~ of
t v Penns\lvan~a pless, 1941
200 pp Sr 50
A collecclon of papers and addresses g l e n befare
the Dtcentennral C~nfermceheld In Penns!luania,
Septen~ber19.p A d~scusstunoi the natural 5 egrtaoon
of this counrrk as 3 giude to currtnt agrrcult~~rai
and
forestrv practtce, clrinatrc c:cles in relation c o the
theoq and practise of conscriation. an3 thc ~ d m m s t r a t n e task of prtiace and publ~cconserrac~on
Minnesota p r ~ s s .1941. *.!- pp. $3.53
GABRIELSO-.
, IR% N Wt~drizfe
cmSerta:zon Hew York,
A splendid manunl for beginnel-s an3 amateurs,
Macm~llm,I ~ ; I 150 pp S j 50
d e s c r i b q some one hundred and s i x t y t w o spccies
A book for all ~nterested tn natural resunrces
It deals In an ~ u r h o r ~ t a t manner
~re
wtth the prob- found in the regton covercd.
lems of consatpation and the best wavs of meertng
rhem Considered one of the best books to date on the
h u ~ v o o r ; ,JOHNJ. liz+i& 4 ilnmi.-a; vath che 435
sub~ect.
id!-color places of' the o r ~ g m a lElepba:~t i d l o .
and an ~nrrud~~criiinan:ldrccr~ptive
rexc by William
General
Vogr. New York, Macmillan, 1941. 435 plates,
SMALLWOOD,
WILLIAW
M., and M. S. C. SMAL~.WOOD. xxvr, pg. $4 95. Impexal e J ~ t ~ o a .
Xataral history m d rbe Amzrican m:n$, New Yotk,
The plates of the first papular ed~conhave been
Columbia universiy press, 194' 443 pp, $4.25
used t o brmg rhe h ~ s t o t ~ c.%udubon
al
plcrures wchrn
(Colurfibia unir-ers~tystudies in American culture,
buying power of everlboifx
no. 8.)
BAKER,
JOHNH., editor. A ~ i d ~ h o n g ~ t i dirrtractzizgbtrk
rio
Using matertal from original sources this work
G a r d e n C ~,tN~ . Y , Doubledav, 1941.z69pp. $2 jo
corers the history of natural science in Amerrca from
A pract~calgulde co the methods ot acvactinp
ryrz t o Agassiz. Bibliography of ninety pages.
btrds around the home and sanctuaries, written bv
TAYLOR,
F. S. C m t q of science, 1x4~-2940. London, members of the staff of the National Audubon
Heinemann, 1941. S3.30.
Society.
A concise account of the past one hundred years in
Huess, CARLL., and K A ~ LF. LAOLER.Cr~idCta the
science.
fisher cij r h Greiat Lahcr and tribiituq w&m. Bloomfield Hills, Mich., Cranbrook instirute of science,
1 y p . $ 1 .cc,
15 ILLARD J. Entomdogrcul ncmncl~tiipc
CI~AMBERLIW,
-%n importanc work in idencifyng fishes of north
and Itteratm~.Ann Arbor, M~ch.,Edvards brothers, central North Amertca. Two hundred and tiventyr g q . rsj rr $2. Pa, cloth, Sr 33, paper
nine species and subspecies are ltstcd arid many ilA comprehens~ieaccount of rntomologlcal nolustrated.
menclature and liceratore from Arrstotle to the present J $ ~ ~ n n s % vH, ~ R X I EI T
. , and C~crr.1. &~.ACKBURNL
day Intercaclonal Congress of Zooingrsts,
GL?ssur-+irmEaropac oaliim. K#beuhavn, Danmark
C L ~ R K~ C, B T I YW 4 mmog~aphof the cxrsslng c :n.jfdr.
Ejnar Mmksgaard, 1941. I F pp. 13 kt.
Volume I. #be Comatulds part 4 4 Supertamilv
A glossary giving the nanles of che birds of Europe
h'lariametnda Cex~eptthe farn~l:Colobornetrtdae)
wirh rheir vernacular equivalents in seventeen
European languages. Good hbhagraphy.
Washrngton, G P 0 , 1941 6.q p:, $I $ 0 , p a p x
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The W a r Documentation Center:
A Centralized Cataloging and
Bibliographical Service for
W a r Publications

T

HE WPA Statewide Library Service Local and State Government, University
ADProject, with the cooperation of of Pennsylvania; THE WORKPROJECTS
Miss Eleanor E. Campion,
the Philadelphia Bibliographical MINISTRATION,
Center and the indorsement of the libra- State Supervisor, Statewide Library Service
BIBLIOrians of Philadelphia, is establishing an Project; and the PHILADELPHIA
additional branch of the Center's several GRAPHICAL CENTER,Mr. Rudolf Hirsch,
activities to be concerned strictly with war Director.
T o guarantee speed in cataloging service,
publications and to be known as the War
the Office of Government Reports has
Documentation Center.
Briefly stated, the War Documentation designated the War Documentation Center
Center's primary purpose is the cataloging as one agency in Philadelphia t o receive,
of war material available t o the center immediately upon publication, all magratis, governmental as well as non- terials of Federal Agencies dealing directly
governmental publications; the furnishing or indirectly with the war. In addition,
of catalog cards for this material t o arrangements with the state and local
libraries; and the establishment of one government departments and certain nonbibliographical clearing house in t:he governmental agencies are nearing commetropolitan area for all war materials. pletion whereby their publications will be
The Department of Public Documents of forwarded immediately to the Center.
At the same time, a survey of Philadelthe Free Library is cooperating in the
cataloging of governmental publications. phia and Pennsylvania libraries will reveal
Work of the War Documentation Center which libraries receive any or all of the
is supervised by a special administrative publications of the government agencies.
board consisting of representatives from All libraries are asked in what particular
all library organizations in the Philadel- subject fields they are collecting publicaphia Metropolitan Area, i.e., THE PHILA- tions issued by non-commercial and comDELPHIA METROPOLITAN
LIBRARY
COUNCIL, mercial agencies. Libraries are asked t o
Dr. J. Periam Danton, Librarian, Temple specify the extent of their subscription t o
University; THE SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
COUN- the cataloging service as follows: One set
of three cards for each item received by the
CIL, Miss Sarah W. Parker, Librarian, U.
S. Dept. of Agriculture Library, Upper library a t a cost of S# per set of three cards;
Darby Branch; The Executive Board of the one card for each item cataloged by the
PHILADELPHIA
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
CENTER, War Documentation Center, (a complete
Dr. Charles W. David, Director of Libra- card output), a t a cost of $1.50 per each
ries, University of Pennsylvania; THE IOO cards; or a maximum charge of $15 for
PHILADELPHIA
COUNCILOF DEFENSE,M.iss all cards issued in 1942, even if the total
Isabelle Bronk, Librarian, Institute of
(continved on page I 7 o)

Events and Publications
M . MARGARETGHL,
Department Editor
THE DEVELOPMENTOF UNIVERSITY
CENTERSIN
SOUTHincludes papers presented at the dedication
of the Joint University Libraries of Peabody College
for Teachers, Scarritt College and Vanderbilt University, a t Nashville, Tennessee. The library's
director, A. F. Kuhlman, has edited the book.
(Nashville, Tenn.: Peabody Press and Vanderbilt
University Press, 1942, 128 p., $1.00). The new building's layout is shown and explained by its custodian,
as well as the background and need for this pooling
of resources and cooperation in research. I t would
seem that universities should realize the advantages
of a centralized library instead of many scattered
small collections. A project such as this provides
adequate library facilities for several different institutions and saves both in duplication of material and
in money. This little book points the way to further
improvement.
THE

*

*

*

The April, 1942 news-letter of the Law Library
Association of Greater New York, Thc Lcgist, has
two splendid bibliographies t o offer, LEGALCODES
OF THE SOUTHAMERICAN
COUNTRIES
by Margaret
ACTSby Lawrence
E. Hall and a TABLEOP FEDERAL
H. Schmehl. May you enjoy, too, the article by Miles
0. Price on his recent bookbuying expedition in
South America. Send 25 cents in stamps t o Room
2501 of the United States Court House, New York,
N. Y.

*

*

From the National Archives, Washington, D. C.,
has come an unusual study which should prove of
tremendous help in industrial research at the present
time. I t might prevent duplication of effort if i t is
more widely distributed. MATERIALS
IN THE NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION
FILESOF INTEREST
T O THE OFFICEOP PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT
AND
OTHER DEFENSE
AGENCIES
was prepared by the Labor
Archives Staff but has been reproduced by the Office
of Production Management, Division of Priorities,
Historical and Recording Section. As you can see
from the title the work done for NRA could easily
be used for problems of rationing and similar tasks.
Since i t includes an alphabetical arrangement, i t
runs to 162 mimeographed pages and should not be
requisitioned unless the library has definite use for it.
(Note: Our copy came from the National Archives,
which would seem to be the place to apply).

*

*

*

The Syracuse Public Library has just sent out its
twenty-third edition of the GOLD STAR LIST OF
AMERICANFICTION(Syracuse, N. Y., 1942. 36 p.
35 cents). Although special libraries do not usually
concern themselves with fiction, this list of American
stories from 1823 to the present is nicely classified by
subjects, and should be handy in that emergency call
which knows no true bounds.

*

*

*

From the U. S. Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxville, Tenn., comes the latest supplement by
Harry C. Baner, Technical Librarian, t o AN INDEXED BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF THE TENNESSEE
VALLEY
AUTHORITY
(January, 1942, 16 p. plus index, mimeographed, Apply). The addition covers January t o
December, 1941. The original was issued in 1936.

POLICYHOLDER
REPORTS:an aid to better public
understanding, is the third study by the Institute of
Life Insurance (New York, N. Y. at 60 East 42 St.,
1941, 35 p.). TWO timely publications from the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Policyholders,
Service Bureau, I Madison Avenue, New York City,
FOR DEFENSE
(1942, 69 p.)
concern SUBCONTRACTING
* * *
and CONSERVING
TIRES ON BUSINESSAUTOMOBILES
"Scholars engaged in medieval research, as well
(1942, 13 P.).
as students of Christian art will be glad to know that
*
*
*
the HANDBOOK
TO THE PRINCETON
INDEXhas been
Better than ever, i t seems to US,-LONG ISLAND, issued. (The Princeton Index of Christian Art was
THE SUNRISEHOMELAND
(Long Island Association, described in detail in Special Libraries of December,
the director
173 Pennsylvania Station, New York, N. Y., 1942 1939.) Compiled by Dr. Helen V~~oodruff,
edition, 160 p., illustrations, 15 cents). Useful of the Index, i t gives a thorough description of the
scope and method of compilation of this unique
information for each community in Kings, Queens,
catalogue of Christian art, and offers helpful hints
Nassau and Suffolk counties, New York is included.
Federal, state, borough, county and town officials and instructions how most efficiently to use the Index.
The foreword by Professor Charles Rufus Morey,
are listed in addition.

EVENTS AND PUBLICATIONS
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under whose guidance the project has been carried
out, outlines its history since 1917."-Miss Sarah M.
Sosna, Metropolitan Museum of Art Library, New
York, N. Y. Information on this Index can be secured
by mail a t the cost of time involved. There is, however, a copy of its subject file at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, N. Y., and at Dumbarton
Oaks in Washington, D. C. The handbook may be
secured from the Princeton University Press, Prince~
p.).
ton, New Jersey, at $ 1 . (1941,83

*

*

*

WOMENFOR DEFENSE
by Margaret Culkin Banning
(New York, N. Y.: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc.,
1942, 255 p., $2.50) is highly recommended by Miss
June Hynd of the National Broadcasting Company's
Program Department. Speaking of the author's
views, she says "She believes that whether or not
women have a place at the peace tables depends on
what they demonstrate during and immediately
after the war." What American women can d~ and
have done, what is happening abroad and their place
in the future is the scope of the book. Librarians
should be its thoughtful readers.

*

*

*

The first two issues of a new abstract service on
RESINS-RUBBERS-PLASTICS
edited by Professor H. Marks
and Dr. E. S. Proskauer (New York, N. Y.: Interscience Publishers at 215 Fourth Avenue, 1941,
$35 a year) have been sent to this department. There
will he cwelve issnes in looseleaf style making a total
of about six hundred pages for the year. Graphs,
curves and apparatus reproductions supplement
minute facts from each paper, so that consultation
of the original articles can often be eliminated.
This should prove helpful to the library which cannot
subscribe to every technical periodical. General and
special sections are separated and the flexible numerical filing system allows for minute classification.
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STUDIESCONCERNING
THE PRESSURE
DEVELOPED
THE CARBONIZATION
OF COAL by Walter
Fuchs (State College, Penna.: Pennsylvania State
College, School of Mineral Industries, 1941, 47 p.,
30 cents) surveys pressure-measuring devices and in
particular gives details of a new oven which may
prove valuable in predicting coking pressures.
DURING

The fifth edition of t h e . G u 1 ~ 8TO THE MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT,
CITY OF NEW YORKby Miss Rebecca
B. Rankin (The Eagle Library, Eagle Building,
Brooklyn, N. Y., 1942, 96 p., $1.00, paper covers)
presents the most up-to-date summary of the complex government of New York. Its governmental
chart, as well as text, has been revised and an index
has been added. This handy book has long filled the
need of students and employees, alike. I t is continually out of print, which proves its worth.
The eighth biennial volume of the STATELAW
INDEX,covering state legislation enacted during
1939 and 1940, has been prepared by the Legislative
Reference Service of the Library of Congress (Washington, D. C., Superintendent of Documents, $1.50).
The INDEXprovides a key to 12,608 general and
permanent laws enacted by the forty-eight states,
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico during the biennium,
and to the temporary laws enacted by them in their
efforts t o solve the problems of the "depression."
T o purchasers of the INDEXthere will be sent, free of
charge, a monthly summary of state legislation
enacted during 1942.

T o date four excellent studies have been prepared
by the A.L.A. Committee on Library Cooperation
with Latin America. They cover (I) A List of Latin
American Serials; (2) Distribution of Scholarly Journah of
the United States in Latin Amerrca; ( 3 ) Books on Latin
American History Available in Colleges and Universities
* * *
of the United States; and (4) Books of Latira American
Interest
in Public Libraries of the United States.
WHO'SWHOI N AMERICA
now publishes a MONTHLY
SUPPLEMENT
(Chicago, Ill.: A. N. Marquis Company,
at 919 N. Michigan Avenue, $4.50 a year, and 50
Kansas City (Mo.) has issued its first annual report
cents for a binder) which covers the names in the news
since 1883. Anyone wishing to receive a copy may do
between editions of the bound volume. I t will be
so by writing t o Mr. L. P. Cookingham, City Hall,
international and include pronounciation, new
Kansas City, Mo. The present report covers the years
celebrities and a necrology.
1940-1941.

*

*

*

WARTIME
RATIONING
by K. R. Lee is a new title
of Editorial Research Reports (Washington, D. C.:
1013 Thirteenth Street, N.W., 1942, 19 p.). The
Report deals not only with automobiles, tires and
tubes, but also discusses consumer rationing in
World War I and European rationing at present.

Mrs. Grace Banker, Librarian, Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn, N. Y., will be very glad to send to anyone
interested a mimeographed copy of a b~bliographyon
AMERICA
SOUTHOF US, listing the material on file in
the Brooklyn Museum Library as of November
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Planning for a richer and better America to emerge
after the war ends is now engaging the attention of
more than one hundred governmental and private
agencies and commercial firms throughout the United
States. POSTWAR
PLANNING
I N THE UNITED
STATES
by
George B. Galloway (New York, N. Y.: The
Twentieth Century Fund, 1942, 158 p., 60 cents) describes the work of 35 government agencies, 33 private
agencies, 11 industrial and financial organizations,
16 trade associations and 7 rail, highway, water and
other transportation agencies now actively engaged
in postwar planning research and says that further
investigation undoubtedly would reveal more.

The Philadelphia Child Health Society, 311 South
Juniper Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has published a 112
page monograph on FAMILY
NUTRITION.
The dietary
value of common foods is shown in a concise manner.
The nutritional needs of people of different specifications are outlined and the relationship between everyday foods and dietary needs are brought together in
tables and illustrations. The last section of the work
is intriguingly entitled "Balanced diets and balanced
budgets." Copies of the book may be obtained while
the supply lasts by writing to the Society.

1914-1942 by Stuart
ROADWE ARE TRAVELING:
Chase (New York, N. Y.: The Twentieth Century
Fund, ~ g q r 106
, p., $ 1 . ~ is
) the first of a series of six
books by the author to be published a t intervals of
several months under the general title WHEN WAR
ENDS. This first book explores recent trends in
American life and forecasts what are likely t o be the
chief questions facing this country and the world
when peace comes.

[May- J i m

To-day in many libraries books on machine shops
and tools are in constant demand. MACHINESHOP
WORKby John T. Shuman and others (Chicago, Ill.:
American Technical Society, 194-. 499 p. illus.
$3.50) is one of the new books on this subject and
treats of approved shop methods including construction and use of tools and machines, gives details of
their efficient operation and discusses modern production methods.

Newspaper librarians and others who index newspapers will find NEWSPAPER
INDEXINGby Harry A.
Friedman, M.A. (Milwaukee, Wis.: Marquette
University Press, 1942, 261 p., $1.50) an ever present
help. Its contents include newspaper indexes and
indexers, history of newspaper indexes, definitions,
indexing methods, subject headings, cross references, indexing special types of news as well as an
excellent bibliography.

NOTE:The price of WIN YOURAUDIENCES
described
in this column in the March issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES should have been listed as $ 1 . instead
~
of 15 cents.

War Documentation Center
(continued from page I 67)

output exceeds 1,000 cards. This charge
covers the cost of materials and some
operating overhead other than labor.
Labor is furnished by the Work Projects
Administration.
The establishment of this direct system
of receiving publications a t the War
A particularly good vocational study is Dorothy
Sutherland's Do You WANTTO BE A NURSE?(Garden
~ o c u m e n t a t i o n Center, and the specific
City, N. Y.: Doubleday, Doran & Company, 1941,
information concerning materials collected
186 p., $2.00) Besides stating clearly what i t takes t o
by individual libraries complete the premake a successful nurse and how to go about becoming
liminary arrangements. The Center upon
one, there is also a table giving the type of nursing,
first receipt of a publication will immediaverage salary and allowances or deductions.
ately catalog the item and prepare sufficient cards t o be forwarded t o subscribing
EIGHTPOINTSOF POST-WAR
WORLDREORGANIZA-libraries within 48 hours.
TION (New York, N. Y.: H. W. Wilson Company,
Libraries interested in subscribing t o
1942, 126 p., 90 cents) is a supplement to its recent
this service may direct inquiries t o the
predecessor in the Reference Shelf, INTERNATIONAL
FEDERATION
OF DEMOCRACIES.
In i t a number of the War Documentation Center, Fine Arts
Building, University of Pennsylvania,
better known molders of public opinion are given
their day in court.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

FORTHCOMING BOOKS
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entire range of principles and methods of psychology as applied in the field of employment,
including procedures of selection, rating, aptitude
testing, special abilities tests, and the like."
FUTURE
OP GOVERNMENT
IN THE UNITEDSTATES,
edited
by L. D. White. Published by University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill. Price $3.50. "These
(Where the ptrblisher has supplied the price and
essays, written by Professor Merriam's former stua brief description of the book, these have been
dents, are designed to reflect his wide range of
included)
scholarly interest and his practical concern for the
government and political standards of the future."
ADMINISTRATION
REGULATION,
by A. Leiserson. PubGENERALTEXTBOOK
OF NURSING,
by E. C. Pearce.
lished by University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
Published by E. P. Dutton & Company, New York,
Ill. Price $3.00
N. Y. Price $3.75 "A revised edition of a widely
AGEOF ENTERPRISE,
by Cochran and Miller. Published
used and valuable nursing textbook with new
by The Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y.
material on nursing under wartime conditions."
Price $3.00. "This outstanding contribution t o
GLOBAL
WAR,by Mowrer and Rajchman. Published
American history is a t once a highly readable,
by William Morrow & Company, New York, N. Y.
challenging, and original book. I t interprets
Price $1.00. "A book of about 55 crystal-clear
American culture from a new point of view."
maps, each with a page of simple, concise explanaANATOMY
OF ADVERTISING,
VOL. TI. ADVERTISEMENT tory text, describing graphically the areas of the
MAKING,by M. Wiseman. Published by Harper,
globe which are now, or are likely to become,
New York, N. Y. Price $3.00. "Here is the comtheatres of war, due to their strategic importance."
panion volume t o the author's Val. I, Campaign
HISTORY
OPTHE U. S. ARMY,
revised edition, by W. A.
Planning."
Ganoe. Published by Appleton-Century Company,
BASICFINANCIAL
STATEMENT
ANALYSIS,by A. Wall.
New York, N. Y. Price $5.00.
Published by Harper, New York, N. Y. Price $2.75.
HISTORY
OF VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE,
by J. M . Brewer.
"The nation's leading authority in procedures of
Published by Harper, New York, N. Y. Price
financial statement analysis here brings his find$4.00. "First and only comprehensive and definiings up t o date."
tive history of the vocational guidance movement
BRANCHBANKING,by Chapman and Westerfield.
including its sources, its early unfolding and the
Published by Harper, New York, N. Y. Price
extension of its influence and activities in public
$4.50. "Two banking authorities here discuss the
and private agencies."
advantages of branch banking as a means of corINDUSTRIAL
FURNACES
VOL. 11, by W. Trinks. Pubrecting some of the weaknesses of the present
lished by John Wiley & Sons, New York, N. Y.
system and of extending banking services t o more
Price $ ~ . m .
small communities."
TO MICROTECHNIQUE
OF INORGANIC
INTRODUCTION
DYNAMIC
ADMINISTRATION,
edited by Metcalf and
ANALYSIS,
by A. A. Benedetti-Pichler. Published
Urwick. Published by Harper, New York, N. Y.
by John Wiley 8r Sons, New York, N. Y. Price
Price $3.50.
$3-50.
DYNAMICS
OF INDUSTRIAL
DEMOCRACY,
by Golden and
TO THE PLANTSCIENCES,
by W. C.
INTRODUCTION
Ruttenberg. Published by Harper, New Ycwk,
Darrah. Published by John Wiley & Sons, New
N. Y. Price $3.00. "The book is addressed t o the
business executive, t o the general reader, and t o
York, N. Y. Price $2.50.
all students of the labor movement."
AND PERIODIC
INCOME,by
INVENTORY
VALUATION
ECONOMIC
ISSUESAND THE CHRISTIAN
CULTURE,by
C. T. Devine. Published by Ronald Press ComKnight and Merriam. Published by Harper, New
pany, New York, N. Y.
York, N. Y. Price $3.00. "This book is concerned
MANWHOMADENEWS,by 0 . Catlson. Published by
with the influences of religion upon economic life."
Duell, Sloan
Pearce, New York, N. Y. Price
ELECTRIC
MOTORSIN INDUSTRY,
by T. C. Johnson.
$3.50 "The story of James Gordon Bennett, Sr.,
Published by John Wiley &Sons, New York, N. Y.
as strange and fascinating a personality as has
Price $4.00.
ever moved across the colorful panorama of AmeriEMPLOYMENT
PSYCHOLOGY,
by H. E. Burtt. Published
can journalism. "
by Harper, New York, N. Y. Price $4.00. "This is
NEEDLEPOINTAS A HOBBY,
by D. G . Lent. Published
a complete revision of one of the most .
popular,
.
by, Harper, New York, N. Y. Price $3.00.
comprehensive and useful volumes covering the

-
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NUTRITION
AND DIET THERAPY,
F. T. Proudfit. Pub- WHO WASWHO, 19x9-1940. Published by The Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y. Price $7.50.
lished by The Macmillan Company, New York,
"The many thousands of biographies of those
N. Y. Price $3.00. "Completely revised, this ediformerly in Who's Who who died between January
tion, incorporates suggestions made by teachers
19x9 and December 1940 are brought together in
using the previous edition, recent information,
this volume."
Government percentage composition tables, and 20
*
*
*
new illustrations."
OFFICESUPERVISOR,
by H. E. Niles, and M. C. H.
Union Index
Niles. Published by John Wiley & Sons, New
(continued
from page I 6 3 )
York, N. Y. Price $2.50.
AND MANAGEMENT
FOR THE ARMY of the workers a t headquarters sorted out
PERSONAL
FINANCE
OFFICER,by C. R. Hutchinson. Published by
duplicates, placing on a single card for each
Appleton-Century Company, New York, N. Y.
volume
a system of symbols to show where
Price $1.50.
additional copies may be located. Since
PHOTOG~APRIC
~ ~ E P R O D U C T ~ FOR
O N LIBRARIES,
by H . N.
Fussler. Publ~shedby University of Chicago Press,
there are seventy-five libraries, the Boston
Chicago, Ill. Price $2.50. "A practical and authori- workers used seventy-five symbols. As the
tative discussion of m i ~ r o p h o t o g r a ~ h yits
, place
fourth and final operation, the cards were
in library work, the relation of photographic refiled, indexed and cross-indexed. The work
production to resources for research, personnel,
was carefully checked and proof read a t
rates, cost acd care of collections."
PRICEFIXINGAXD PXICECONTROL,by J. Hirsch.
every stage of the processs.
Published by Harper, New York, N. Y. Price
$1.50. "This book represenis a clear and simple
statement of the lessons of price control abroad
In some cities the motion picture camera
and of methods now being employed."
has
been used to speed up part of similar
OF WAR,by Q. Wright. Published by University
STUDY
operations. This was done in Washington,
of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill. Price $15.00. "Begun in the hopeful atmosphere of Locarno in 19x6 D. C., where whole library catalogues
and completed in the miJst of the second World
were run through micro-photographic
KTarin 1939, this study deals with the history, the
machines. These films must be read in a
causes, and the prevention of war."
special
projector.
AT WAR, by A. M. LOW. Published by
SUBMARINE
According to latest available figures,
Sheridan House, New York, N. Y. Price $3.00.
"This book was written to give the civilian an
WPA workers throughout the nation have
understanding of the science of the submarine and
catalogued a total of eighteen and a
its function in the present war."
quarter million volumes for various liOF DEMOCRACY,
by A. M. Bingham. PubTECENIQUES
braries, and for all institutions they have
lished by Duell, Sloan & Pearce, New York, N.Y.
indexed a total of a quarter of a billion
Price $2.75 "If democracy is to win the final
items.
victory i t must learn new techniques for making
freedom efficient."
OF SCULPTURE,
by Harris and Piccoli.
TECHNIQUES
Published by Harper, New York, N. Y. Price
Expert Service on Magazine
$ z . ~ o . ",4 gifted sculptor, singularly successiul
Subscriptions for Special Libraries
in developing the skill of young artists, here provides a step-by-step exposition of the processes of
Write for a free copy of Faxon's
Librarians' Guide.
sculpture."
TEXTBOOK
OF ANATOMY
.IND PFIYSIOLOGY,
by Kirnber,
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes, or complete sets.
Gray and Stackpole. Published by The Macmillan
Company, New York, N. Y. Price $3.00. "The
F. W. FAXON COMPANY
new eleventh edition of this Icading textbook bas
83-91 Francis Street
been enlarged to contain more physiology without
Back Bay, Boston, Massachusetts
sacrificing any of the ~:iaterial on anatomy included in former editions."
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NATIONAL DEFENSE NEWS

National Defense News
Motion Picture o n Nutrition
"Hidden Hunger" is the title of a motion picture
presented by the Ofice of Defense Health and Welfare
Services, Federal Security Agency. This picture,
bringing a newer knowledge of nutrition t o the people
of the United States, will be widely shown throughout the country and everyone is urged not only t o see
i t himself but t o encourage others t o do likewise.
Copies of a leaflet outlining something of the picture
may be secured from the Federal Security Agency,
Washington, D. C.

National Health Library
The National Health Library has been keeping a
list on cards of references to magazine articles on all
phases of public health and national defense. These
are subdivided by general subjects, such as child welfare, civilian health, industrial hygiene, mental hygiene, nutrition, social hygiene, tuberculosis, etc.
Lists of the References on "National Defense and
Health in Relation to Child Welfare," "National Defenseand the Health of Civilians," and "National Defenseand Healthin Relation to Nutrition" may be had
for the asking from Miss Isabel L. Towner, Librarian,
National Health Library, 1790 Broadway, New Y ork,
N. Y. References on Industrial Hygiene were published
in Industrial Medicine for April 1941, page 184.

Council o n Books in War Time
An announcement has just been made of the formation of the Council on Books in War Time in New
York, N. Y. to bring before the public the concept
of books as weapons in the War of Ideas. The Council
hopes t o make the reading of books an important and
effective part of the national war effort. Mr. C. B.
Boutell of G. P. Putnam Sons is chairman and Mr.
S. P. Hunnewell, Executive Secretary of The Book
Publishers Bureau, Inc., is secretary. The Office of the
Council is 347 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

How the Medical Librarian Serves in the
War Effort
The medical librarian is doing his share in helping
the war effort by serving the army medical unit within
his area. Should the calls for "first aid in library service'' prove too heavy for any one library, efforts will
be made to distribute them so that every library may
help and no one be unduly burdened. Calls which
cannot be filled will be referred t o larger libraries
within the group.

Baltimore Chapter
The Baltimore News-Letter for April 1941 was devoted almost exclusively to articles on the Chapter's
War Activities. Grace Grifith described the "Baltimore City Council for Civilian Defense Library";
Maria C. Brace discussed "The Department of Business
and Economics, Enoch Pratt Free Library, in
Defense"; G. Allen Glover told about the "American
Merchant Marine Library Association". Other
articles included "The Industry and Science Department in the War Effort" by Eugene D. Hart; "Duties
of the Liaison Librarian of the Third Corps Area"
also by Mr. Hart; and "Sorting the Victory Books"
by Samuel Lazerow.

Boston Chapter
Those who attended the S.L.A. Executive Board
and Advisory Council meeting in New York on the
afternoon of March 7, 1942 when the subject of
"Special Libraries' Contribution to Victory" was
discussed will remember the interesting talk given
by Ruth S. Leonard of Simmons College, School of
Library Science, Boston, Massachusetts, on the
project being conducted by the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety, Planning and Technical
Division. A full description of this excellent work
is given in the Library Jolrrnal for April 15, 1942,
pages 352-53. In the Boston Chapter News BulZetin
for April 1941 there is an announcement of the establishm& at 18 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts,
of a Civilian Defense Library Service. Also in this
Bulletin there appears a "Selective Bibliography on
Blackout."

Money Raised for Victory Book Compaign

San Francisco Bay Region Chapter

The Victory Book Campaign will receive a gift
of $47 worth of books, donated by the Metropolitan
Library Council of New York, N. Y. This money was
raised by a theatre party held recently at the Cherry
Lane Theatre where a delightful program of Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas was presented by the
Savoyards. Half of the money will be used for needed
technical books and the remainder for the purchase of
current best-sellers.

The San Francisco Bay Region Chapter is publishing in its Chapter Bulletin a series of small annotated
bibliographies covering strategic materials for defense
which either may have been used as substitutes, or
which are controlled by priority rulings. These lists
are prepared at the instigation of Miss K. Dorothy
Ferguson, member of the Research and Planning Committee, California Council for Defense, and Librarian
of the Bank of America National Trust & Savings,
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SPECIAL
LIBRARY
RESOURCES
VOLUME H

Edited by

ROSE L. VORMELKER
Cleveland Public Library

A comprehensive survey of 7G5 librarics
in 35 states and the larger cities of Canada, putting a t your disposal 57,246,066
hooks, 13,895,160 pamphlets, 320,320
magazines, 5,718 newspaper files and
44,140 drawers of vertical file material.
Locates for you 2,922,387 maps and
charts, 7,965,290 photographs and picture
collections, 1,404,717 music collection
items and 770,787 patents.
Geographical arrangement with organization, personnel, subject and special collection indexes. Edition limited, few
copies left.
776 pp. 1941. Price $6.00 plus postage.
Volumes 11, 111, and I V in preparation.
Order from

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth Street, New York.

San Francisco, California. The first of these bibliographies, "Synthetic Rubber" was compiled by the
Standard Oil Company of California and appeared in
the February issue of the Bulletin; the second, compiled by Miss A. M. Avakian, Librarian, U. S. Forest
Service, California Forest and Range Experiment
Station, Berkeley, California, covers "Guayule
Rubber" and appears in the issue for March.

Southern California Chapter
The April meeting of the Southern California
Chapter was devoted to a discussion of practical
suggestions as to our part in this time of crisis. The
general topic, WHAT CAN WE DO FOR THE WAR
EFFORT, was divided into three main beadings, (I)
As Librarians; (2) As Libraries; and (3) As Library
Organizations, and were discussed by Thomas
Dabagh, Ernest W. Robischon and Mrs. Thelma
Jackman, respectively. An abstract of these discussions appears in the April 1942 issue of the Chapter
Bulletin.

New York Chapter
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company house
organ The Home OfFce for April 1942 shows a picture
of Miss Florence Bradley, Librarian, standing behind
a table piled high with books donated by the employees of the Company for the Victory Book Campaign. hlore than 5oo books were contributed.

A Letter of Appreciation
Ofice of the Commandant

NAVAL
DISTRICT
FOURTEENTH
and
Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, U. S. A.
April 14, 1941
Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, Chairman
National Defense Committee
Special Libraries Association
New York, New York

There is no one thing which the New York Chapter
of the Special Libraries Association could have done
that would have been more appreciated than your
splendid gift of technical books to us. We can't tell
you how much these books have meant to us. The
collection has arrived now and is "at work." Our
technical books on aircraft are now on a two-month
loan to one of our large air stations and are constantly
in demand. In fact, before I had barely lifted them
from the truck, young aviators were "at them" asking
to borrow them.
The other books are in constant consultation here
in our Library District Distribution Center, Pearl
Harbor Branch, Bank of Hawaii, Pearl Harbor. We
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have a very attractive distribution center in this
bank, occupying approximately one-third of the floor
space, with very handsome jade green shelves. From
this center, we distribute books to all ships and shore
stations in the Fourteenth Naval District and at the
same time maintain a reading and reference collection
for the officers and men stationed in the Navy Yard.
We also oversee the other libraries in this District
from here so there is very little if any book waste.
Books are placed where they will be read the most and
frequently changed from place t o place according t o
demand. We have, of course, great needs, but Miss
DuBois is giving us all the help possible in filling them.
\L1ill you please express our appreciation to the
members of the Association for their assistance? If
all of you could have seen the welcome which the
books received as soon as they were unpacked you
would know that your gift "hit us in just the right
place."
Sincerely yours,
(signed) (Mrs.) MARYHELENSTEVENS
District Librarian
Fourteenth Naval District

Announcements
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A.L.A. Convention
The American Library Association is holding its
Annual Convention this year the week following
that of the Special Libraries Association. The place
is Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and the dates, June zz-27,
1942 (inclusive).
The theme "Winning the War and the Peace; How
Libraries Can Help" should appeal t o everyone and
draw a large attendance. When studying the tentative program appearing in the A.L.A. B d h i n for
May 1941, do not fail to make particular note of the
S.L.A. Luncheon to be held on Tuesday, June 23,
1942. Miss Anita Glienke, President of the Milwaukee Chapter, will preside and Mr. Edward
Porter Alexander, Superintendent, Wisconsin Historical Society, will speak on "Local History in
Special Libraries."

U. S. Grant Received for Committee Work
Ruth Savord, Chairman of the S.L.A. Committee
on Cooperation with Special Libraries in Latin
America, reports that a grant of $ ~ m has
.
been received from the Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs t o cover postage and carrying costs
connected with distribution of our publications sent
in response t o requests from special libraries in the
other American Republics. This official recogn~tion
of the cooperation we have been offering t o our colleagues is most encouraging.

BOOKS

of

all publishers:
a. save money
b. save time

JOURNALS,
S C I E N T I F I C ;

c . compl. sets

d. volumes
e. back issues
through
Universum Book Export Co., Inc.
45 East 17th Street
New York, N. Y.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

S.L.A.

I/

Have you bought yours?
A n official publication of t h e Special
L i b r a r i e s Association, c o n t a i n i n g a
l i s t of m e m b e r s of record J a n u a r y 1,
1942; also e i g h t e e n pages of historic a l d a t a a b o u t t h e Association a n d
i n f o r m a t i o n concerning i t s C o m m i t tees, C h a p t e r s a n d Groups.
Limited Edition. 80 pages

P r i c e $1.00 p l u s 10 c e n t s postage a n d
handling charge

II

Order f r o m

Special Libraries A s s o c i a t i o n
31 E a s t T e n t h S t r e e t

N e w York, N. Y.

I

NEW
DIRECTORIES

American Library Directory 1942

READY IN J U L Y

Contains a
College a n d
W i t h n a m e s of
t o t a l volumes,

l i s t of 12,000 Public,
I n s t i t u t i o n a l Libraries.
Librarians a n d d a t a as t o
expenditures, e t c . $15.00

American Booktrade Directory 1942
READY I N A U G U S T

C o n t a i n s directories of Booksellers a n d
Book Publishers i n t h e United States
a n d C a n a d a ; L i t e r a r y Agents, Book
C l u b s ; l i s t of t r a d e p a p e r s a n d organizat i o n s ; b e s t periodicals for reviewing
books, e t c .
$15.00

I

R. R. Bowker Co.
62 W. 45th St., N e w York, N. Y.
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An S.O.S.
An engineer in a factory producing instruments of
a specialized nature is looking f a examples of specialization of the work of engineers, not in a s ~ e c i a l
field but on a functional basis. Librarians in industrial
libraries are asked to w r i x the Editor as soon as
possible if they know of any examples either in practice or discussed in publications. The following
statement covers this request:"Information concerning functional specialization
of thc engineer, i.e., specialization of activity as distinguished from the field in which he works. For
example, this specialization would be analogous to
specialization in the tradescg. :bricklayers, carpenters,
plumbers, clerks, mechanics, etc. The engineer, of
course, would have a research mind and background,
but could still concentrate on one type of engineering
activity for which he was peculiarly fitted. He might
be a library searching engineer, a statistician engineer,
a report writing engineer, a gadget building
engineer, etc."
Co-operative Abstracting Service for the
Benefit of the U. S. Bureau o f Industrial
Conservation, War Production Board
The Bureau of Industrial Conservation of the
War Production Board (cf. letter of Mr. Paul C. Cabot,
Deputy Chief, reproduced below) has approached
S.L.A. with a request to aid the Bureau in building up
a file of information, both current and bibliographic,
on Salvaging of-, Substitutes for-, and Specifications
to economical use of- the industrial materials of
which shortages are appearing, due to the gigantic
national arming program. This material will serve
as background for members of the Bureau in answering
queries from plants throughout the country on conservation measures to be adopted.
We are proud of this first concrete task requested
from our association by a Government War Organization, and believe that a volunteer co-operative abstracting service on the part of special libraries can
make this our special contribution towards the National War effort.
Miss Lucy 0. Lewton, Librarian of International
Nickel Co., 67 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. has
been appointed as chairman of a sub-committee to
serve under Miss Eleanor Cavanaugh's Committee on
National Defense to organize this project. A proposal
letter asking for co-operative abstracts has been
mailed t o a selected list of libraries covering these
fields. If your library also compiles information on
"tight" materials, either by abstracts, Library Bulletins, etc., or if you have in your files a Bibliography
on Conservation Methods, or are willing to compile
such a bibliography, will you enlist your Library
"for the duration" and write Miss Lewton for further
details?
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BOARD
Washington, D. C.
March 17, 1942
Miss Laura A. Woodward, President
Special Libraries Association
31 East 10th Street
New York, New York

FIRST
CENTURY AND A QUARTER
A M E R I C A N COAL INDUSTRY
by Howard N. Eavenson
676 Pages

- 14 Maps - 85

Tables

Dear Miss Woodward:

A well documenter! history of Coal f r o m

Miss Carol Wanner has discussed with you the
desire of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation to
enlist the cooperation of the Special Libraries Association in a project to provide this Bureau with
abstracts of articles on salvage, substitution, specifications and simplification.
In essence, what we should like to have is:
I. A classified bibliography covering the more
important references up to and including 1940.
2. From January 1941 on, a somewhat more complete bibliography-one
that would include
extended abstracts of the more important items
and brief abstracts of those of minor importance.
References to those of a routine nature may be
omitted.
I t would be helpful if these abstracts would cover,
in addition to articles that have appeared in the technical and business press, both foreign and domestic,
reports of committees, societies, associations, Government Bureaus, etc., and all other information that
might be helpful.
If the raw materials available arc to bc adequate
t o enable industry t o meet the production program
recently announced by President Rooscvelt, information on the best and most practical procedures on
conservation, salvage and simplification must be
made available to industry so that appropriate action
may be taken promptly. Concurrently specifications
must be so revised as to assure the most efficient use
of the materials available. Obviously, such action
should be based as far as possible upon practical experience and upon performance data.
Much of the information required to assure the
success of this program is now available in the files
of the members of your Association. Your group is in
ideal position to make a very valuable contribution to
this important program. We are eager to learn the
extent to which we may count upon your cooperation.
Very truly yours,
(signed) PAULC. CABOT,D+ty C h i ~ f
Bureau of Industrial Conservation

t h e d e t e of i t s discovery o n t h i s contin e n t t o 1885, t h e y e a r u h e n s t a t i s t i c s
became readily available. H o w a r d N.
Bavenson, t h e a u t h o r , is a P ~ t t s b u r g h
mining englneer w h o h a s been promin e n t l y associated w i t h t h e coal i n d u s t r y
for m a n y years. H i s researches fill m a n y
g a p s i n t h e history of a n i n d u s t r y which
h a s contributed s o m u c h t o America's
greatness: C o d i n tlic R e v o l u t i o n a r y a n d
Civil W a r s , Fhrljr M i n i n g M e t h o d s ,
L a b o r , Railroad a n d C a n a l H i s t o r y ,
E a r l y h l a p s , Price Comparisons, e t c . e t c .
T h e s t u d y w a s m a d e a s a contribution t o
t h e i n d u s t r y a n d t h e book i s offered
at t h e cost of publication.

Here is an excellent opportunity for "Putting
Knowledge to Work" in Winning the War!

$8.00 per c o p y delivered

Eavenson, Alford and Auchrnuty
M I N I N G ENGINEERS
Koppers Bldg.
Pittsburgh

ORDER NOW
before the supply is exhausted!

OFFICIAL
BASEBALL RECORD BOOK
replacing this year the
REACR-SPALDING GUIDE
P a p e r Bound-50 cents
C l o t h Round-$1.25
Postage P a i d

REGISTER
The Game's 400
LIFE OF LOU GEHRIG
STATISTICS
ORIGIN A N D DEVELOPMENT
COOPERSTOWNHALL OF FAME
RECORDSOF BASEBALLSTARS

-PAST

AND

PRESENT

P a p e r Bound-$1.00
C l o t h Bound-$2.25
Postage Paid

Address Orders to
C. C. SPINK & SON. PUBLISHERS
ST. LOUIS

MISSOURI
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Send For Our
-

Book for Librarians!
LUCY SALAMANCA'S
Story of the Library of Congress

NEW
COMPLETE
CATALOGUE
Each year the number and quality of our
titles have been steadily increasing and
this complete list of all our publications
should prove of particular interest t o
Special Libraries.

FORTBESS
OF FREEDOM

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS
TORONTO, CANADA

With a Foreword b y
"Miss Salamanca holds one of
the key positions in the Library
of Congress. Her job has given
her rich opportunity to watch
the wheels go round. Her
book. . . tells the whole story
from Jefferson to MacLeish.
Primarily concerned with this
library she never forgets to
shox the progress of American
librarianship in general. "S. Y. Tiwes Book Xec?cw.
445 pages. $4.00
B. LlPPlNCOTT COMPANY

LIBRARY BINDERS
WILLIAM

BRAUNSTEIN
AND SON, INC.

245 Seventh Avenue, New York City

1942
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Phila.

MEMORIES OF A HAPPY
SUMMER OVEESEAS
WHEN THE WORLD WAS A T PEACE
By Florence Lowman
The story of the beauty and culture of "lands
beyond the sea" after the World War, told in a
most unusual and interesting manner. Concise, comprehensive and of interest t o those
who have never seen Europe, as well as to
those who have. Aside from charm, beauty,
and subtle humor, the author has a style t h a t
is a joy t o read. "It claims the attention of all
interested in travelogs." Lincoln Sunday
Journal and Star. 200 pp. Rawhide Reliatex
Binding. $1.50.

THE OLD
BURMA ROAD
By Gertrude and Frank Long
The story of the old water and jungle road t o
China. An inestimable treasure-house of
strange customs and traditions; an almost
personal experience for the reader in t h a t
incredible world of fish and spice, wild beasts
and laughter, hatred and love. Of timely
importance. $2.00.

Burton Publishing Company
3629 Central, Kansas City, Mo.

Thirty-fifth Anniversary Year
Latest
Equipment

Perfect
Workmanship

Minimum of
Time & Cost

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
The largest stock in the country under one roof.
More than 75,000 titles. Specialities: natural and
physical sciences, commerce, geology, ethnology.
Will buy or trade your duplicates.

The Luther M. Cornwall Company

POSITIONS
WANTED
For Librarians well
qualsed for all
branches of library
work.

LIBRARIANS
SUPPLIED
For positions of
any type in any
part of the country.
This service is free.

Writs immediately b D e p f . C

The American Librarians' Agency
WINDSOR. CONNECTICUT

)I

SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

1)

Drexel Institute of Technology
A one year course for collegegraduates leading to degree of Bachelor of Science in Library
Science.
Special late afternoon classes for those ac/! tively engaged in library work.

!

F o r i n f o r m a t i o n address:
D e a n of t h e S c h o o l of L i b r a r y Science
Drexel I n s t i t u t e of T e c h n o l o g y
Philadelphia, Pa.

APEX

FILING & INDEXING
MATERIALS

PAMPHLET BOXES

'

I'1'
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Centralize and Protect Magazines, Pamphlets, Business Reports, Booklets and Loose Material. Save binding costs.
Improve appearance of shelves!

!I

Secure at the special pre-publication price

AMBROISE VOLLARD

~DITEUR

An appreciation and catalogue by
CKAE. JOHNSON,
The Brooklyn Museum
Preface by HENRY MCBRIDE

Made of heavy cardboard, with reinforced corners. Green
Vellum fronts, leather pull and labeled to index contents.
Low prices I

Write for illustrated circular

To be published by
F I T T E N B O R N AND COMPAKY
BOOKS ON T H E F I N E ARTS

38 East 57th Street

New York. N. Y.

BINDING
SPECIALISTS !
For over forty years we have
used an effective prescription to
rebuild old, worn books into
strong, beautiful volumes.
We have no mysterious formula, simply an efficient staff
of skilled craftsmen, latest equipment, finest materials and practical experience.
We have convinced a discriminating clientele . . . let us
convince you !

DESS & TALAN CO.,Inc.
Library Binders
217 E. 144th St.

New York, N. Y .

Made of heavy cardboard. All corners reinforced with
cloth and stapled with wire. Construction very sturdy and
well-adapted to continuous usage. Covered with black and
white marble paper. Combination card-holder and pull a t
one end.

WOOD END VERTICAL
FILE BOXES
Built for heavytduty in the
busy library. Have wooden
ends and edges. Cover and
0aos are hinged with
DOUBLE Grips of '
cloth. Covered with
black and white marble paper. Label and
leather pulllon one
end.

Write today for new
folder of APEX Library Supplies.

APEX

P A P E R BOX CORP.
XC2318 S. W e s t e r n Avo.,

Chlcago
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CHEMICAL
JOURNALS

For

War Information Files

0

The Journal of Organic
Chemistry

Editor: LYNDON
F. SMALL
Bimonthly. One volume a year. $6.00

SUBJECT
HEADISGS for World War I1
s s compiled for use by four outstanding special libraries: Cleveland
War Information Center, Council on
Foreign Relations, Time, and Twentieth Century-Fox. These are headings you need nou--order your copy
today!
May, 1942. Plnnographed.

Chemical Reviews
Editor: W. ALBERTNOYES,JR.
Bimonthly. Two volumes a year.
$7.00for both annual volumes.

e Journal of Physical
Chemistry
Editor: S . C . LIND
One volume of nine numbers a year.
$10.00

Plus 106 postage and handling.

For detailed information write t o

Special Libraries Association

The Williams & Wilkins Company

31 East Tenth Street, New York

BALTIMORE. MD.

U. S. GOVERNMENT
PERIODIC
PUBLICATIONS
A DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Current publications and releases of
the important government bureaus
and agencies. Gives title, frequency
of publication and form. Tells what
publications to keep and what t o
discard. Invaluable i n keeping up '
t o date on government releases, so
important in the war effort.
PRICE:
$2.00
Plus 106 postage and handling.
App. 100 pages.
Planographed.
June 1942.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth Street,

New York

1

COLUMBUS, OHIO

1

~

2

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

1

PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMS
FOR

SPECIAL LIBRARIANS
One-year program for college graduates.
Basic courses in Library Science in
first semester.
SPECIALIZED IKSTRUCTIOD: in
second semester for library positions in
Museums, Business Corporations, Research Institutions, Associations, SOcieties, Government Agencies, Universities, Professional Schools, etc.

Graduates are working in Medical, Law, Fine Arts, Historical,
Public Administration, Business,
Engineering, Chemical Libraries,
etc.

181

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS
Boyd- 2nd ed. rev. - 548p.- $4.50

No modern library can give
adequate reference service w i t h o u t access t o t h e publications of
t h e U. S. Government.

They

are reliable,

inex-

up-to-date,

pensive sources of information
on practically every subject of

ADDRESS IKQUIRIES T O :

timely

SIILfiIONS COLLEGE

interest;

they contain

indispensable data for t h e re-

SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

search worker and t h e technical
specialist i n many fields.
SELECTION

iI
I

WINNER
of the

iI

1

W i t h over 5,000 different publications

of

widely

differing

m e r i t available annually,

the

problem of selection is of paramount

importance.

United

States Government Publications
includes a l l agencies i n existence
as of July, 1940.

It gives t h e

titles of m a n y of t h e publications, describes t h e more i m portant, and is a valuable guide
t o t h e world's most prolific publisher.

The H. W.WILSON COMPANY
950 University Avenue
New Y o r k C i t y

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The Detroit Statler is right in the center of things!
The shops, theatre and business district of downtown
Detroit are just around the corner of this famous hotel.
And here you'll find the same extra value, superior
accommodations, uniform cleanliness, and marvelous
service you've grown to expect from every Statler.

Convention Headquarters
Special Libraries Association
J u n e 18-20, 194.2

HOTEL STATLER, DETROIT
FACING GRAND CIRCUS PARK

FRED
G. KENNY,Manager

Rates from $3.30 single; $5.50 double

